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You asked for it and here it is ! Future Loops proudly presents " 

Stewart Walker Minimal Sessions Vol-2 " , the second volume of 

Stewart Walker's brilliant collaboration with Future loops. 

 

This world class collection is a continuation of the superior sampling 

work done by Stewart Walker in " Stewart Walker Minimal Sessions 

" and is sure to keep satisfying even the most demanding of minimal 

producers .  

 

Berlin-based artist and live producer Stewart Walker is an undeniable 

driving force of electronic dance music. Since his first 1997 release; 

Amphetamine Sulphate on Matrix Records, Stewart has been pushing 

the boundaries of club music by giving the audiences, deep and 

intricate Techno experiences.  

 

His talent and vision are showcased on his releases in labels such as 

Force Inc., Tresor and Mille Plateaux.  

In 2001, Walker created his own label Persona Records which is 

establishing itself as an authority of quality dance music and where 

Stewart has been presenting his love for Minimalism , Melody and 

Dynamics.  
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" Stewart Walker Minimal Sessions Vol-2 " is the natural and 

flawless sequel from a true Minimal visionary!  

 

Featuring over 2600 samples this is clearly a must-have pack for 

Minimal productions .  

 

 

With over 4.4GB of WAV & REX samples " Stewart Walker Minimal 

Sessions Vol-2 " was designed for easy of use with the samples 

organized both by Groove ( 50 minimal construction kits ) and by Type 

( Bass , Synth , Kick , Clap loops etc.. ) .  

 

" Stewart Walker Minimal Sessions Vol-2 "comes fully loaded and 

ready to inflict maximum Minimal damage ! This pack is a state-of-

the-art arsenal of intricate and addictive samples that showcase the 

cleaver sound design that Stewart Walker projects into his own 

productions .  
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Here's an overview of the content : 

 

WAV & REX  

 

150 Impelling & Exciting Full Grooves  

78 Contagious Bass Loops  

Over 890 Loop Elements:  

24 Claps, 54 FX, 75 Hats, 72 Kicks, 37 Noise, 204 Percussion Loops, 42 Snares & Ride, 17 

Tom  

290+ Inspirational & Provoking Synth Loops  

53 Inspirational Extra Ambiences and Sound Effects!  

Over 1500 One-Shots !! Including Bass , Synth , Keys , Guitar , Voice , Pads , FX , Percussion 

, Kick , Hats , Snare , Claps , Noises & more !  

 

There's a vast palette of textures and sound shapes in " Stewart Walker Minimal Sessions 

Vol-2 " that will adapt to different styles . From obscure dark loops or warmer , humanized 

samples with an organic nature, every element you need to produce cutting-edge Minimal 

tracks is certainly here , whether you need loops (1000+) or One-Shots (1500+) .  
 

 


